WCM FACTSHEET

SLIM LINE DRILLING
From 2014 West Cumbria Mining has been undertaking an exploration drilling
programme along the coast line of St Bees to gain a greater understanding of the
subsurface geology, determine the thickness and depth of target coal seams and
extract samples for up-to-date coal quality assessments. The coal quality results from
the exploration drilling are crucial in deciding the suitability of the coal for modern
steelworks and will allow WCM to continue with the development of the mine project.
Slimline Coring
DRILL RIG
West Cumbria Mining (WCM) uses a Hanjin MP30 7000D drill rig (see Figure 1a and 1b) to undertake slimline
coring, with which to collect rock core samples for coal quality and geotechnical testing. Coring of rock samples
requires a 99mm core barrel (see Figure 2), with the hole starting at surface and drilling down through the
varying rock types found in the St Bees area to below the coal measures (see Figure 3).
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Figure 1a: Hanjin MP30 7000D Drill Rig.
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Figure 1b: Shows the Hanjin drill rig on site
and drilling near St Bees.
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Drilling
Figure 3 shows an example borehole plan for one of the holes drilled in WCM’s 2016 campaign. Hydraulic rotary
drilling uses a system of turning a drill bit to cut a hole into the rock. The drill bit is made of a material harder than
rock, either tungsten or diamond, and the cutting is achieved without percussion i.e. ‘hammer’ drilling. The bit is
lubricated by clay based drilling muds which circulate continuously in the borehole. Lubricant and slow drilling
rotation reduces any vibration within the hole to lower the likelihood of sample damage or loss. WCM uses steel
casing, which is cemented in place, at the top of the holes. This casing has the effect of stabilising the hole while
drilling is taking place. Once the hole is completed it is fully cemented to seal the hole and the site is remediated.
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Figure 2: Shows a full three metre core barrel after it has been
removed from the bottom of the drill hole. The core is pumped
out of the barrel and given over to WCM geologists who perform
logging and sampling. The core barrel is returned to the bottom of
the hole and a further three meters of rock is cored until final depth
is reached.
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Figure 3: Shows a typical downhole plan of a WCM borehole.
Including estimated depths to different lithologies and coal
seams. The plan also includes an estimation of the amount of
casing to be used. Once the hole is completed to depth, it is
fully cemented and the drill pad is remediated.
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In addition to our onshore drilling programme, during 2017, West Cumbria Mining undertook an offshore
exploration programme which saw the successful completion of five boreholes with full target seam recovery
from each of these. The programme ran from early summer through to the end of October. Further details
can be found in our 'Offshore Drilling 2017 Factsheet'.
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